STANFORD INNOVATION FARM TEAMS

Event: Semi-Annual iFarm Teams Launch by Stanford’s Office of Technology Licensing (OTL)

When: Tuesday, September 1, 2015, 6:30 pm

Where: Stanford University, GSB McClelland Building, NGP CoLab, M101

Who: Stanford students, Stanford alumni, Stanford inventors, Stanford affiliates, and relevant industry experts

Help to assess the commercialization potential of Stanford inventions by partaking in this year’s iFarm Team Program. We seek dedicated applicants interested in either becoming an iFarm Team participant or in mentoring* an iFarm team throughout the term.

**Online applications due August 11, 2015**

**About the Program**

- Volunteers participate on multi-disciplinary teams to assess potential applications, markets, and identify licensing partners in an effort to move existing Stanford technologies towards commercialization.
- Attend group meetings and learn core concepts relating to market analysis, intellectual property, and technology licensing.
- Team members attend regular group meetings.
- Four month term (Final Presentations Dec. 1)
  Successful Teams may continue or discuss technology licensing options with OTL.

**Benefits and Incentives of the Program**

- Advantage of Working with pre-vetted list of Stanford Technologies
- Actively Learn about Commercialization and Technology Development Outside of a Classroom
- Unique First-Hand Experiences
- Access to the Stanford Venture Studio and weekly seminars (courtesy of the Center for Entrepreneurial Studies)
- Opportunities to Network in Particular Fields of Interest
  - Fields Include: Medical Devices, Software, Biotechnology, Energy, and Others

**Questions?**

- Luis Mejia – luis.mejia@stanford.edu
- Serena Hanes – serena.hanes@stanford.edu

*Mentor Info Session: Tuesday, August 18, 2015, 6:30 pm at OTL, 3000 El Camino Real, Building 5, Suite 300, Palo Alto. Learn about the iFarm Team Program and how you can make a difference with your leadership experience. Apply online and RSVP by August 11 to serena.hanes@stanford.edu.

For more information please see our website: [http://www.stanford.edu/group/ifarmteams/](http://www.stanford.edu/group/ifarmteams/)

Twitter: @stanfordifarm